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USER REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION (URS) URS/MLRMM-27/19|v1 

Cryobox for 2R size glass vials 

CPV code: 33140000-3 medical consumables 

 

INSTRUCTION: 

1. A potential Contractor shall read, understand and tick a relevant check box placed in the right 
section of each column to indicate whether their bid encompasses a given criterion or not. 

2. Additional technical information will undergo clarification at zakupy@bioceltix.com.  
3. Bidder remarks should be attached to this document after having approved or disapproved of the 

presence of a given item in the right section of each row. 
4. Any deviation from the above specs is possible conditionally – if a given deviation was agreed 

upon by the Ordering Party and if the entirety of its functional qualities is maintained.  
5. This specification constitutes the minimum of the scope of the Ordering Party's requirements. 

Both Contractor experience and any mistakes made by product users may be described and added 
to this document for the purposes of our review. 

6. The description and bid should be supplemented by a specification of materials.  
7. The potential Contractor will provide a 24 month warranty for the equipment. 
8. The potential Contractor will deliver the equipment within 4 weeks from the order.  

 
100 cryoboxes for 2R size glass vials 

Lp Parameters Spełnia Nie spełnia 

1 2 3 4 

1. Array: 7x7   

2. Compartment size: 16.5mm   

3. Box height: 45-55mm   

4. Tube height up to: 52mm   

5. Length: 130mm   

6. Width: 130mm   

7. Drainage holes: with holes in base   

8. Material: PP polypropylene   

9. Weight: 100-200g   
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10. Capacity: 49 vials   
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